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About This Game

JAILBREAK - is a hardcore 2D platformer with elements of survival in which you have to pass levels for the prisoner. In this
game you have to help your hero to escape by collecting keys from different doors. At each level there are four keys collecting
those opens the door to the chamber that will transfer you to another level. In the game there are various types of traps, so be
very attentive and think over every step. Wrong move may lead to the death of the protagonist and accordingly, the level will

restart.

KEY FEATURES:

1) A large number of various levels.
2) Beautiful, animated graphics.

3) Hardcore, interesting gameplay.
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Title: JAILBREAK
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
IndieLip
Publisher:
IndieLip
Release Date: 18 Jan, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP\Vista\7\8\10

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 500 MB RAM

Graphics: 500MB

DirectX: Version 8.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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Lost Eden on Steam, I never thought I'd see the day.

This is a nice game overall, it has a decent plot and an absolutely amazing soundtrack!. Pros:
- Good idea for puzzles, fun to play
- It's a long game. For its price it gives 60 levels which is sweet. The puzzles ain't so easy either.

Cons:
- Music. This is first thing that comes to mind. The music is so annoying, and it always starts over when replaying the level
(getting stuck, that's why) and it feels so glitchy, but the reason is just rushed game design
- Graphics. It's okay, decent, but all the backgrounds and levels and so on looks so same. This just looks so copy-paste
everywhere, rushed, done in few days / weeks.
- Controls... terrible, very terrible.

overall rating 3/10. Once the mechanic was added that increased the penalty for "idle twisting", the game went so far downhill
that it was actually a cliff. It meant you pretty much weren't playing anymore and weren't caring about the power gems/death
gems because you just had to keep from idle twisting otherwise you'd be overwhelmed and lose quicker. Made the game so
unfun.. The game is meant to be a fast-paced reaction game with energetic music and a simplistic design, highly similar to Super
Hexagon. And on a presentational front, it succeeds. Unlike Super Hexagon, however, the gameplay is conceptually flawed. (In
other words, it sucks.) Where Super Hexagon almost continually presents a fair challenge, Tetradecagon presents the player with
an illusion of skill-based play without any form of a fair challenge.

The game concept seems fine at first: rotate the outer ribs of different polygonic shapes to keep a ball inside from bouncing out
in an interesting combination of pong and juggling. However, the concept ends up falling flat for a few reasons.
A relatively minor problem is that the polygon spins really fast because that's the only way the game can get even remotely close
to allowing you to catch the ball, which also moves extremely fast. This speed makes angling shots off of the rib pretty much
impossible. That becomes a problem when the only way you can repeatedly juggle the ball is by knocking it straight to the other
side ; if you knock it at too much of an angle (lets say, to the rib next to the one you hit it from), the path is so short that there is
actually no way to prevent game-overing.
The more severe problem is that the rib(s) of the polygon that you're supposed to hit the ball with, change(s) with every strike at
the ball, with the new rib being chosen at at random. This takes valuable time to register in your mind, time that you therefore
lose to actually turn the ball in time and means that there's a high change that the new rib spawns in a location that's on the exact
opposite end of the polygon from where the ball is headed. It can actually be impossible to do the 180 turn required to catch it
on the other side because the pall's path through the polygon is more efficient than your speed of spinning the polygon. And
even if you do manage such a clutch turn, the previous problem kicks in: it's likely that you didn't have the time to aim this shot,
which means it's likely to knock the ball back at a completely indefensible angle.

Consequently, you are not guaranteed to be able to win at all. You can get a series of easy rib spawns and then get screwed by a
series of two bad spawns that make you game over.
That's bad game design. And it's a real shame, because the concept seems clever; it's just not executable in any realistic way.
Arguably the best poker game on steam currently, would highly recommend!. ok game. But only play this if you have 1.5-2hr of
spare time to play. Cannot save the game at all. For us parents with kids, very hard to have that much spare time. I understand
this is rogue, but Devs, consider allowing us to save at the end of each world. That would make the game fantastic.. Some stone
cold classics. Get them at a discount and prepare to relive some glory moments of your gaming past!. This made me pretty
motion sick, and I have serious VR legs. Avoid at all cost. PLEASE MAKE MORE USA SCEANERY LOVE AEROFLY
BETTER THATN FSX
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Had a really fun time with this, and it will be a required item on the rotation I use to show vr to folks. I especially love using the
conductor spell, which allows you to move everything in front of you with a wave of your hands. Really felt cool. It would be
nice to see some more gateways added, unless there's some I haven't found. I was able to find three. There's a light amount of
dropped frames on my r9 290 which is a bummer. But can't really complain too much, it's free!. The story is great but the art
REALLY needs work. There was this bit of the art that I would grade a 'B' so the question is why doesn't the game look like this
all the time?

http:\/\/cdn.edgecast.steamstatic.com\/steam\/apps\/449340\/ss_adb55256af8cbce558666beec5e64e2a379b1cb6.jpg?t=1458266
830. It's bean a while since I've had a mouthful of fun poured onto me like this.

5\/7 perfect game. So good...the visuals are charming, and considering how many levels there are, which there are a lot of them,
it's amazing that the dev. was able to keep the gameplay and level design and layout so fresh. Each level seems unique and there
are new mechanics explored every few levels. It's certainly addictive yet deserving of your time and attention. There is no
dought that the developer put his heart and time into this project and it shows. Please buy it if you like platformers, you won't be
disapointed!. easy to use, I dont know how to program for crap, but im waiting on the visual programming to come before I start
fully using it. A short and cute point-and-click. Visuals and animations are quite charming, though the game suffers from not
being able to skip the many entering/leaving room, approaching hotspot/using item animations. For the most part, gameplay is
typical point-and-click, save for some "action" sections. None of the puzzles are particularly annoying, though the lack of a
highlight interactive items option was the root of my longest period of not knowing what to do.

The bits of real-time gameplay used here mostly works. Some sections like the the first area you use the shawl use the timing
aspects smartly, though other areas like the part where you run down the world's longest circular steps go on too long and are too
simple to be satisfying. All in all, I like the ~puzzle timing~ used in Tsioque, though some bits could use some tweaking.

The story takes kind of a weird turn 2/3 of the way through and I can't say that I like it, definitely would've preferred the game
keeping the original atmosphere.

Not a big point-and-click fan but Tsioque hit enough high points (visuals, the animations, short play time) that I both played and
finished it, which is not really a given for me with many point-and-clicks over the years. I'd consider it a pretty good
recommendation for people that aren't super into point-and-clicks or someone looking to get their feet wet with them.. Great
demo.. This game is acctualy very good......for 20 cents. but really if you are going to get this game for $2 get another game like
Eyri's action, its for $5 and a great game, but only pick up bad bots when its for sale.... turn-based RPG, with D&D elements.
After struggling to fix load times (still not sure what fixed it), this game looked like a loss. However it becomes extremely
addictive when you get into the battles, and learn how to best defeat enemies.

The unique units and the building systems allows for a fair amount of expansion, but there is a point where you will run out of
new units. (though if you play it all the way through, you should only reach this point at the end of the game). Most battles on
the lower difficulties are fairly simple, however when you get to the end game battles, expect to have to replay them a couple of
times, as you get screwed over by flying units.

Still a great game, highly recommended
. The Yosumin are playful, cute little shapes, and they must be scoured from the Earth at all costs. Thousands upon thousands
will be obliterated at your hands, and yet they will keep coming, for they are innumerable, and manic in the safety of their
uncountability. Understanding of the labyrinthine plot and its implications for both the Yosumin and this world is not a
requirement for enjoying this colourful little game, but it helps.
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